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Advances in
information security
could lead to tradeoffs
in the effectiveness of
law enforcement, but
limiting encryption will
certainly make the
average consumer and
business less secure.
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Advancements in the field of information security, particularly in how to
use encryption to protect the confidentiality of information, have vastly
improved security for consumers and businesses. But as products and
services have become more secure, it has become harder for law
enforcement and national security agencies to access some information
that could help them prevent and investigate crimes and terrorism. 1 This
has created one of the most difficult policy dilemmas of the digital age, as
encryption both improves security for consumers and businesses and
makes it harder for governments to protect them from other threats.
There is no way to square this circle, so any choice will come with
tradeoffs. However, ITIF believes that the U.S. government should not
restrict or weaken encryption, because any attempts to do so would reduce
the overall security of law-abiding citizens and businesses, make it more
difficult for U.S. companies to compete in global markets, and limit
advancements in information security. Moreover, attempts to restrict or
weaken encryption would be ineffective at keeping this technology out of
the hands of many criminals and terrorists.
Cybersecurity is often portrayed as a never-ending arms race pitting those who wish to
secure their computers and networks against attackers intent on breaking into their
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systems. But while the two sides do indeed engage in a continuous back-and-forth,
especially around new technologies, it is not true that cybersecurity has reached a stalemate.
Researchers have been steadily improving their knowledge of how to effectively secure
electronic data. The past few decades have seen a stream of advancements in encryption
and many companies have integrated these advancements into their products and services
to improve security for consumers and businesses. As such, encryption has become a
fundamental component of improving cybersecurity, and law enforcement, civil society,
security experts, and even the president of the United States all agree on its benefits. 2
But as the methods that citizens and businesses use to secure their information have
evolved, some government agencies have pushed back against these improvements, citing
national security concerns. Government efforts to limit encryption have had various levels
of success in restricting wider use of secure technology. 3 Some of these efforts have been
conducted publicly, such as the much-maligned Clipper Chip proposal in the 1990s. 4
Other attempts were clandestine, generating distrust among the general public, foreign
governments, and industry stakeholders. One example is the National Security Agency’s
(NSA) surreptitious efforts to manipulate certain cryptographic standards, introduce
backdoors in U.S. products, and hide security vulnerabilities it has discovered in
commercial systems so that the government could exploit those weaknesses. 5 These types of
secretive actions have weakened data security for both U.S. firms and consumers and left
the security products they use susceptible to attacks. The U.S. government’s surveillance
efforts have also sowed the seeds of distrust around the world, damaging U.S.
IT competitiveness. 6
Recently, some law enforcement agencies have renewed the debate about privacy, security,
and the rule of law in the digital age, following the decision by a number of mobile and
cloud-based service providers to upgrade their security controls so that customers retain the
keys used to encrypt data, thereby preventing third parties, including the companies and
law enforcement, from accessing their data. (Throughout this report, we will refer to this
type of encryption as “client-side encryption” and “end-to-end encryption.”) As a result,
there is new urgency on the part of law enforcement and the intelligence community to
limit the spread of encryption. In the past, the use of encryption was not as pervasive as it is
today, in part because the computing power necessary to securely encrypt and decrypt data
was expensive. But with covert techniques less politically tolerable today, as well as a
growing awareness that brute-force techniques cannot be used to break into secure systems,
some members of law enforcement, such as the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI), are
calling for companies to control a separate set of encryption keys, independent of the user’s
keys, to access customer data with a court order. 7 In addition, the FBI has called for
companies to help law enforcement hack into their devices. Most notably, the FBI has
asked Apple to modify the security features in the software installed on the iPhone of a
deceased terrorist suspect so that federal investigators can attempt to break into the device. 8
These proposals have met strong opposition from civil liberties organizations, security
experts, the technology industry, and even some former members of law enforcement and
the intelligence community. 9
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Unfortunately, some advocates on both sides have become entrenched, seizing upon
imprecise arguments to justify their respective stances. Critics on one side conflate all of
law enforcement’s needs and proposals into a single, kneejerk assertion that anything it
does to limit encryption will destroy cybersecurity and privacy, while many on the other
side claim that weakening encryption has no real cost to consumers and businesses. 10
This report will examine the nuances of each of the U.S. government’s arguments and
proposals to limit the use of encryption and analyze their benefits and trade-offs. The
report begins by describing the basics of encryption, how it has evolved, and how law
enforcement and intelligence agencies have sought to gain access to encrypted data over
time. Second, the report analyzes the various methods that governments could use to limit
encryption and their tradeoffs. Third, the report assesses the current debate, including the
arguments and proposals that the U.S. government has publicly advocated. Fourth, the
report discusses the potential consequences of limiting encryption for U.S. businesses and
consumers, government actors, and the digital economy.
The report concludes that the U.S. government should not limit the commercialization of
cybersecurity innovations, especially encryption. Doing so is unlikely to have a significant
impact on the ability of terrorists and sophisticated criminals to engage in encrypted
communications, but it will make the average consumer and business less secure, preclude
much advancement in information security and system architecture, and harm the
competitiveness of U.S. companies, costing U.S. jobs. Instead, policymakers should
encourage information security at home and abroad through the following policies:
















Congress should bar the NSA from intentionally weakening encryption standards
and strengthen transparency in those processes.
Congress should pass legislation banning all government efforts to install
encryption backdoors or require companies to alter the design of the systems they
sell to allow government access, preempting states’ actions on these issues.
Congress should pass legislation requiring all federal agencies that discover security
flaws to disclose them in a timely and responsible manner, and to work with
private industry to fix them.
Congress should examine whether U.S. courts can better balance the interests of
the individual and the state by allowing law enforcement to hold suspects in
contempt of court for failing to disclose encryption keys to their own encrypted
data.
Congress should provide additional resources to federal, state, and local law
enforcement for cyberforensics.
Congress should establish clear rules for how and when law enforcement can hack
into private systems, and how and when law enforcement can compel companies
to assist in investigations.
U.S. trade negotiators should oppose foreign governments’ efforts to introduce
backdoors in software or weaken encryption, including rules to require companies
to sell products with weak encryption.
The U.S. government should promote cybersecurity around the world by
championing strong encryption in global Internet and technology policy forums.
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THE EVOLUTION OF ENCRYPTION
To fully understand this debate, it is helpful to assess how encryption has evolved over time
as information technology has improved and as new marketplace needs have emerged.
Moreover, some forms of encryption are no longer secure, just as some methods for
breaking encryption have become more effective over time. Throughout this process, law
enforcement and intelligence agencies have continuously pushed to limit encryption to
retain access to information.
Symmetric Encryption (1960s-Present)
In the late 1960s, as businesses started to use computers to share and store information in
digital form, they needed a way to easily secure that information. 11 These first forms of
commercial encryption used symmetric key algorithms, which means the sender and
receiver use the same cryptographic key for encryption and decryption, respectively. An
analog to this type of encryption is a mechanical lock with a single key that can lock and
unlock it.

Throughout the
1970s, the NSA
continuously pushed
to limit encryption
research.

Private-sector and academic efforts to develop better encryption received pushback from
intelligence agencies that feared the increased prevalence of encrypted information would
limit their ability to view digital communications. Indeed, until this time, it was
governments that had used encryption, principally for military reasons. 12 When storing
data locally with symmetric encryption, only the individuals holding the key can decrypt
the data. Thus, government agencies and other third-parties cannot access the data, nor can
the government compel third-party key holders to turn over the key. Instead, governments
would have to acquire the key from the source of the data, just as they have to do today
with other forms of client-side encryption. In response to non-government developments
in encryption, and seeking to keep advances in cryptography a state secret, the National
Security Agency (NSA) attempted to control early advances in encryption. 13
In the late 1960s, more businesses began to research encryption. For example, IBM set up a
research group to create an encryption method for a cash-dispensing system that the
company was developing for a bank in London. 14 The encryption algorithm created was
called “Lucifer,” which encrypted 128-bit blocks of data with a 128-bit key. 15 This project
came at just the right time for IBM, because in 1968 the U.S. National Bureau of
Standards (NBS, now NIST) began researching potential needs for computer security for
both the public and private sector. 16 In 1973, NBS announced plans to develop a national
standard for encryption of commercial and sensitive yet unclassified government computer
data. 17 To this end, NBS sought proposals from the private sector for a public,
interoperable standard for data encryption that was adaptable and cost effective. 18 NBS
eventually accepted IBM’s submission and it became known as the Data Encryption
Standard (DES). 19 Unfortunately, the NSA interfered with the process, tampering with the
strength of the original algorithm and reducing the key length to 56-bits, in order to make
it easier to decrypt. 20 The final version of DES was considerably weaker than the earlier
version of Lucifer that IBM had proposed.
Around the same time, academic research in encryption became more common in
universities across the United States. 21 Here too, the NSA sought to slow public
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development of encryption by limiting research. First, the NSA attempted to take control
of funding for encryption research from the National Science Foundation. 22 When these
efforts failed, the NSA began using the 1951 Invention Secrecy Act to classify encryption
research by non-government actors as secret, preventing researchers from sharing their
findings publically. 23 For example, in 1977, when Professor George Davida of the
University of Wisconsin, and researcher Carl Nicolai filed separate patents for encryption
products, the NSA sent both an order declaring their work classified and prohibiting them
from sharing it. 24 The two researchers ultimately refused to comply and published their
work, generating enough publicity and support from the academic community that the
NSA decided to rescind the gag orders.
Despite these moves to limit public dissemination of encryption, academic institutions
continued to publish their findings. 25 Later, court decisions would uphold these academics’
right to conduct and publish research on cryptography and ended the NSA’s attempts to
muzzle them. 26 The result of this research was a boom in security start-ups, such as RSA
Security in 1978, which grew from research published at MIT. 27 In addition, as personal
computers became popular during the 1980s, a community of researchers, users, and
developers grew around creating secure cryptography. This led to the market demand for
encryption to be integrated into products throughout the 1980s. For example, in 1983,
Lotus Corporation added encryption to “Lotus Notes,” an electronic messaging service
used primarily by businesses. 28
As computers got faster and cheaper, so too did methods for breaking into encrypted data
by using brute-force attacks—a method in which an adversary tries each possible key until
the correct one is found. For example, in 2002, the Electronic Frontier Foundation and
Distributed.Net cracked DES in less than twenty-four hours with a machine that cost
$250,000. 29 The need for a stronger form of encryption also led the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), which changed its name from NBS in 1988, to replace
DES with a new encryption standard known as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
in 1997. 30 AES is another symmetric algorithm with key size up to 256-bits, which the
NSA deems strong enough to protect top-secret communications. 31 Security experts also
began to design security features to make brute-force attacks more difficult. For example, a
system could limit the rate or total number of login attempts to prevent automated bruteforce attacks.
The biggest limitation of symmetric key algorithms like DES and AES is that they are
poorly suited for sharing information securely between multiple parties. This is because it
can be difficult to securely distribute keys, as the same key is used to both encrypt and
decrypt the information. In the past, for example, it was not a problem to share keys
through a trusted courier or during a face-to-face meeting, but a vulnerability arises when
the key is sent electronically. Indeed, if it were easy to securely share keys, then the
communicating parties would not need encryption, for they could just exchange
information directly. While symmetric key encryption is still widely used today, later
innovations helped address some of its weaknesses.
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Public Key Encryption (1990s-Present)
The limitations of symmetric encryption became more pronounced in the 1980s and
1990s as academics and businesses needed to securely communicate with others on public
networks but had no easy way to distribute keys. Indeed, the rise of the commercial
Internet exacerbated this problem and helped lead to the introduction of a form of
asymmetric encryption called public key encryption. Public key encryption uses two keys,
one public and one private. 32 The public key can be shared freely, and it is used to encrypt
messages that only the private key can decrypt. While the mathematical solution for this
type of encryption dates back to the late 1970s, it was not until the mid-1990s that
computer and networking hardware were sufficiently advanced to make an implementation
cost-effective. 33

HOW PUBLIC KEY ENCRYPTION WORKS
With public key encryption, neither party needs to meet in order to exchange
information securely.








Bob wants to share a secret with Alice.
Alice has a private key X and a public key Y. Everyone can see Alice’s public
key, but only she has access to her private key.
Bob creates a large, random number N, which is a symmetric key.
Bob uses Alice’s public key Y to encrypt N and sends Y(N) to Alice.
Alice uses her private key X to decrypt Y(N) to get N.
Now both Bob and Alice have the symmetric key N, and they can use it to
decode any information they send between them. Any third party observing
the above exchange would be unable to determine N.

After the Internet became commercialized, in 1994, Netscape developed the Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL), a cryptographic protocol designed to let servers and clients communicate
securely over the Internet. 34 SSL, and its successor Transport Layer Security (TLS), use
public key encryption. Interestingly, one of the reasons that the TCP/IP protocol (the
technical standard used to network all of the computers on the Internet) did not have
encryption integrated into the standard from the beginning is that the NSA had opposed
making strong encryption available on public or commercial networks. 35
Encryption has become fundamental to security on networks like the Internet, and it is
used in every industry to securely store and transmit confidential data. Without encryption,
consumers would not be able to use popular online services, such as online shopping and
banking, nor to securely access any online service requiring a password, such as web mail,
social networks, and patient portals. 36 As the cost of encrypting data has fallen along with
that of computing power, more and more websites are encrypting all traffic so that a third
party cannot intercept any exchanged information. As of April 2015, 29 percent of all
Internet traffic in North America was encrypted. 37
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The Crypto Wars (1991-1999)
Until the 1990s, intelligence agencies had primarily resisted the public dissemination of
encryption out of the fear that its widespread use would make it more difficult to conduct
surveillance of electronic data and communications. Law enforcement agencies joined these
efforts in the 1990s as relatively low-cost computers gained enough processing power to be
capable of encrypting data with a level of security that would make it nearly impossible for
the government to break. As these devices grew in popularity, law enforcement officials
feared the technology would foil their investigations. Later, the FBI’s former General
Council Valerie Caproni would dub this problem “going dark.”38
Throughout the 1990s, the U.S. government used two tactics to control encryption:
mandating key escrow systems and limiting exports. 39 First, in 1991, the NSA promoted
legislation that would force hardware makers to provide a mechanism by which law
enforcement could gain access to the decrypted contents of voice, data, and other
communications when lawfully authorized. 40 Congress refused to pass this legislation. The
FBI’s Advanced Telephony Unit warned in 1992 that if a key escrow system was not
created, by 1995 at least 40 percent of wiretaps would be useless. 41 In 1993, the NSA
developed and began promoting the Clipper Chip, a computer chip that implemented an
NSA-backed algorithm to encrypt telephone and data communications using a key escrow
system. 42 Under the initial scheme, the U.S. Department of Treasury’s Automated Systems
Division and NIST would hold escrowed keys. 43 After security researchers publicly
disclosed vulnerabilities in the Clipper Chip, the U.S. government backed away for this
particular implementation but continued to push for the private sector to implement its
own key escrow systems. 44
The U.S. government also maintained restrictions on the export of encryption. Since
WWII, the U.S. government had strictly controlled the export of encryption for national
security reasons. As early as 1954, Congress enacted legislation to restrict export of weapons
and munitions, and in 1976 Congress delegated authority over export controls for
encryption to the president. 45 Since then, the State Department has limited export of
virtually every piece of encryption software and related technology under the U.S.
Munitions List, which imposed stringent controls on commercial encryption products,
with only a few exceptions. 46 In December 1996, President Bill Clinton loosened export
prohibitions on products using encryption, as long as the encryption used a comparatively
weak key size of less than 56 bits, which meant that companies still could not export
products with advanced encryption. 47 This persisted until 1999 despite the fact that
researchers around the world studied advanced forms of encryption and foreign companies
freely offered products with stronger forms of encryption. As a result, foreign companies—
such as F-secure in Finland, Trend Micro in Taiwan, and Checkpoint and Aladdin in
Israel, to name a few—gained significant market advantage throughout the world,
including in the United States, at the expense of U.S. companies. 48
Throughout the decade, technologists, cryptographers, civil-society groups, and the tech
industry objected to the U.S. government’s interference with the dissemination of
encryption and voiced their support for strong encryption to policymakers. 49 In the early
1990s, a loose group of computer hackers, libertarians, and hardware engineers known as
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the “CypherPunks” formed to push back on government interference with cryptography. 50
Separately, in response to concern that the U.S. government would limit access to
encryption in 1991, an engineer named Philip Zimmermann created Pretty Good Privacy
(PGP), software that allowed individuals to communicate securely. 51 The software used a
minimum of 128-bit keys and depended on a web of trust—which does not require a
centralized authority to authenticate users, instead relying on trust relationships between
users themselves. 52 After Zimmerman published his software and the Cypherpunks helped
distribute it, the U.S. government investigated him for violating export controls, but
dropped its case in 1996, shortly before issuing new regulations. 53

The Crypto Wars
resulted in the
understanding that
restricting encryption
by limiting its spread
and controlling its
strength was bad
policy.

In 1999, the Ninth Circuit of Appeals helped strike down the government’s restrictions on
exporting encryption. In Bernstein vs. U.S. Department of Justice, the court decided “efforts
to control encryption thus implicate not only the First Amendment rights of
cryptographers intent on pushing the boundaries of their science, but also the
constitutional rights of each of us as potential recipients of encryption’s bounty.” 54 In
response to the Bernstein decision, growing pressure from industry and advocacy groups,
and the European Union’s decision to loosen its own encryption export controls, the U.S.
government eventually relaxed its encryption export controls. Finally, this debate over the
use of strong encryption and efficacy of government-mandated key escrow, referred to as
the Crypto Wars, came to an end.
In light of this debate, the U.S. federal government decided that restricting encryption by
limiting its spread and controlling its strength was bad policy. It was not only the
CypherPunks who fought for the benefits of encryption, but computing,
telecommunications, and financial institutions that relied on encryption protections and
did not want their global computing infrastructure compromised by a governmentmandated key escrow system. These parties saw the benefits of making encryption public
and widely available to everyone. And by the end of the century, critical infrastructure such
as water plants, telecommunication’s facilities, and privately operated nuclear energy
facilities, also relied on the strongest possible methods of encryption to ensure its
protection. 55 As former Deputy Secretary of Defense John Hamre said in 1999:
“We in the Defense Department [supported the new policy] because I think we
feel the problem more intensely than does anyone else in the United States… We
are just as vulnerable in cyberspace as is anybody, and we strongly need the sorts of
protections that come with strong encryption.” 56
The Cloud Computing Era (1999-Present)
In 1999, Salesforce.com brought the concept of cloud computing—delivering scalable
computing resources as a service—to the masses. 57 Other companies, such as Amazon and
Google soon followed suit, and today a growing number of consumers and businesses use
cloud-based applications and services. 58 However, many of these initial cloud-computing
applications introduced a new security vulnerability, since consumers and businesses often
no longer maintained exclusive control of their data—rather, in many cases the cloud
provider also has access to the customer’s data. 59
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Before cloud computing, a company would encrypt its own data and maintain its own key
to ensure security. But in order to use many cloud services, the cloud provider needs to
have access to the information in order to store and process it. Therefore, while the
communications between customers and their cloud service provider are encrypted,
customers no longer have exclusive access to their data. As a result, law enforcement and
intelligence agencies can circumvent encryption by having the service provider turn over
the customer data. In addition, consumers have less control of their security and there is
increased risk for consumer data in cloud systems. Cloud providers are not immune to data
breaches. For example, Code Spaces—a code hosting and software collaboration
platform—suffered a data breach through its third party cloud provider due to
password mismanagement. 60
Not surprisingly, cloud computing providers have been working diligently to close this
security gap so that cloud-based offerings have the same, if not better, level of security as
non-cloud solutions. They have introduced end-to-end encryption—where only the
endpoint computers hold the keys—so that data is continuously protected from its origin
to its destination and so that no third-party has access to a private key. For example, Apple
has continuously updated its cloud encryption standards for its devices and services, such as
by encrypting iCloud email. 61 Similarly, Amazon Web Services (AWS) offers its customers
a variety of different security sharing options for data stored in the cloud, whether they
want to full or partial control of their encryption keys and key management infrastructure,
or choose to cede full control to AWS. 62 Other security measures were aimed at fixing
human error rather than improving technology. For example, in response to hackers
accessing a cache of celebrity photos through their iCloud accounts, Apple announced
plans to keep hackers out of its customers’ accounts through a notification regime and twofactor authentication. 63
Securing Mobile Devices (2000s-Present)
Companies have also been working to steadily improve the security of mobile devices
through encryption. Throughout the 2000s, as increasing numbers of people bought
smartphones—devices that combine the functionality of mobile phones with personal
digital assistants (PDAs)—criminals started targeting the new technology to either steal or
for fraud or identify-theft purposes. Early forms of mobile malware data back to 2004,
when criminals developed malware for mobile devices that would send text messages at
premium rates, putting fraudulent charges on the victim’s bill. 64
In recent years, these problems have escalated. Smartphone theft has become an epidemic
in the United States with over 1 million smartphones stolen each year. 65 In addition to
profiting off the sale of the device, many thieves who steal mobile devices attempt to target
the phone’s data. In one study, researchers intentionally lost 50 smartphones with
simulated personal and corporate data on them, installing a report monitoring mechanism
to analyze what people would do to them when they were found. 66 They found 95 percent
of those who found a device accessed its sensitive information, but only 50 percent of those
individuals tried to get in touch with its “owner” to return the device, despite the fact that
the owners’ contact information was prominently displayed. 67
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By protecting a phone so that only the owner can use it, many companies hope to remove
thieves’ incentive from stealing it in the first place. In 2014, several major tech companies
announced that their new smartphone operating systems would automatically encrypt data
stored locally and communications sent through messaging apps, via a user-generated
encryption key unknown and unknowable to the company, making it impossible for the
company to comply with law enforcement warrants for communications on their
products. 68 For example, Apple updated its messaging app on its latest batches of device
software to allow users to control their encryption keys and communicate securely without
the company having access by default. 69 Google, likewise, offers encryption options in its
Android messaging software for smartphones. 70
Many mobile device manufacturers are also enabling full disk encryption (FDE) by default
on their products. FDE is a type of encrypted storage whereby all data on a device is
automatically encrypted so that only a person with proper authentication can decrypt it,
and keys are stored locally to that device. 71 Some devices allow users to authenticate using
biometrics, such as a fingerprint or facial recognition. This means that if the device is lost
or stolen, the data is still protected unless someone has the key or password. In some cases,
companies have added additional anti-theft mechanisms to protect user data, such as
erasing the device after too many failed login attempts. 72
The Internet of Things (Present and Beyond)
Many other devices are increasingly being connected to the Internet. The Internet of
Things refers to the idea that the Internet is no longer simply a global network for people
to communicate with one another, but also a platform by which devices are embedded with
Internet-connected sensors that enable them to communicate electronically with the world
around them. 73 Connected devices are starting to be incorporated in homes with products
such as smart thermostats and smart lighting; in cars to provide navigation, driving safety,
and maintenance; and even on individuals’ bodies, such as with wearable devices that help
individuals manage their health and fitness. 74 Gartner estimated that 6.4 billion objects will
be connected to the Internet worldwide this year. 75 Furthermore, it is estimated that the
Internet of Things will generate up to $11 trillion per year in economic value by 2025,
impacting every aspect of the economy and society. 76
The prospect of billions of connected devices will lead to an increasingly complex
interconnected environment. Researchers are just starting to develop solutions to address
the security issues of this complex environment and these solutions will need to change to
meet the unique needs of connected devices. Encryption will be necessary to secure all of
the information these devices collect, store, and transmit. Like most other technologies,
encryption—if left unimpeded—will continue to evolve and improve to address the
problems of today, and those of tomorrow. 77

A NEW CRYPTO WAR?
In response to Apple’s and Google’s announcements that they would be upgrading their
products so that customers would not have to share their encryption keys with a third
party, thus effectively limiting the ability of the companies to comply with law enforcement
requests, the director of the FBI, James B. Comey, Jr., revived the debate over “going dark”
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in October 2014. 78 “The law hasn’t kept pace with technology, and this disconnect has
created a significant public safety problem,” Comey said at the time.
Soon, representatives from the Department of Justice, the FBI, intelligence agencies,
district attorneys, and other law enforcement agencies came out in favor of key escrow
systems in which companies hold an extra set of encryption keys that they can turn over to
law enforcement upon lawful request. Director Comey, Deputy Attorney General Sally
Yates, and a number of other prominent law enforcement officials testified before Congress
arguing that companies must come up with some mechanism to decrypt information if
served with a lawful court order. 79 A report from the Manhattan District Attorney’s office
on smartphone encryption and public safety similarly called for companies to maintain
access to encrypted storage and communications on consumer devices, effectively banning
client-side encryption. 80 Other prominent politicians and law enforcement officials from
around the world have also come out against certain forms of encryption. For example, the
prime minister of the United Kingdom David Cameron, in the wake of the Charlie Hebdo
attack in Paris, made comments that suggested the UK should ban end-to-end encryption
to prevent and solve crimes, saying:

There is new urgency
for law enforcement
and the intelligence
community to limit
the spread of clientside encryption.

“…but the question we must ask ourselves is whether, as technology develops, we
are content to leave a safe space—a new means of communication—for terrorists
to communicate with each other. My answer is no, we should not be, which means
that we must look at all the new media being produced and ensure that, in every
case, we are able, in extremis and on the signature of a warrant, to get to the
bottom of what is going on.” 81
Cameron called for the government to “modernize” the law and announced intentions to
introduce new legislation to give law enforcement this power. 82 Similarly, Rob
Wainwright, director of Europol, called encryption the “biggest problem” when combating
terrorism. 83 Other voices from former law enforcement and National Security agencies
endorsed these efforts as well. For example, Ronald Hosko, president of the Law
Enforcement Legal Defense Fund and former assistant director of the FBI Criminal
Investigative Division, wrote an article in the Washington Post arguing that companies
should not encrypt their products by default or make it more difficult for law enforcement
to access “data, contacts, photos and email stored on the phone itself.” 84
However, many prominent voices, including computer scientists, business leaders, civilsociety groups, and former and current government officials pushed back on proposals to
limit encryption, as they had in the 1990s. For example, several computer scientists and
researchers wrote a paper in June 2015 explaining many of the security problems with
maintaining extraordinary access to encrypted data. 85 Apple CEO Tim Cook has
continuously argued against government-mandated back doors, key escrow, and limited
encryption by any means. 86 Furthermore, Mike McConnell, Michael Chertoff, and
William Lynn—the former director of the NSA, the former homeland security secretary,
and the former deputy defense secretary, respectively—penned an op-ed arguing that full,
“ubiquitous” encryption provides essential security, and that law enforcement and
intelligence organizations’ fears were “overblown.” 87 Similarly, current NSA director Mike
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Rogers, despite past calls to create similar key escrow systems, recently said that arguing
against encryption is a “waste of time” and that encryption was “foundational to the
future.” 88 To be sure, the NSA has not changed its stances on extraordinary access
to encryption. 89
In May 2015, 140 tech companies, prominent technologists, and civil liberties groups sent a
letter to the White House to make the case against limits on encryption as the president
decided how to address law enforcement’s need to access data in a world of increasingly
common encryption strategies that give keys to consumers rather than companies. 90 In
October 2015, the Obama administration backed away from seeking legislation that would
allow U.S. law enforcement to directly access encrypted messages. 91 These groups continued
to push, petitioning the White House to affirm its support for strong encryption as its official
stance on encrypted communications on its “We the People” site, reaching over 100,000
signatures within 30 days to elicit a response from the administration. 92 As a result, the
administration started meeting with civil society groups and technical experts to come to a
decision on its position and possible solutions.93 More recently, another 200 computer
security experts, various human rights and civil society groups, and tech companies wrote an
open letter to world leaders asking them to reject attempts to put limits on encryption. 94 In
response to these efforts, France rejected anti-terrorism legislation that would have mandated
company-controlled key escrow systems in manufactured products, and the Netherlands
released its official position that it will not require extraordinary access to encryption. 95
The rash of recent terrorist attacks around the world led many to argue for limiting
encryption. Robert Hannigan, the director of GCHQ, cited the widespread use of end-toend encryption as a boon for terrorists in an article he wrote in the Financial Times. 96 These
attacks have increased legislative efforts focused on ways the government can force companies
to build key escrow systems into their technology to decrypt data if presented with a search
warrant. For example, Federal Communication Commission Chairman Tom Wheeler
suggested that Congress update the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act
(CALEA) to force companies to build key escrow systems. 97 This would be a substantial
change as CALEA only applies to telecommunications, does not allow the government to
require any specific design changes, and specifically excludes
information services.98
Senators Diane Feinstein (D-CA) and Richard Burr (R-NC) have vowed to introduce
legislation to compel companies to decrypt data for law enforcement officials. 99 Senator John
McCain (R-AZ) has also pushed for legislation that would “require U.S. telecommunications
companies to adopt technological alternatives that allow them to comply with lawful requests
for access to content.” 100 Similarly, in February 2016, Rep. Mike McCaul (R-TX) and
Senator Mark Warner (D-VA) introduced legislation to create a national commission that
will analyze the challenges both the law enforcement and intelligence community face with
advances in technology, and issue a report on the impact, role, and future of encryption in
the United States. 101 These efforts have also taken hold in several state legislatures, with
lawmakers in both New York and California considering legislation to require extraordinary
access to encryption in commercial products and services. 102
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HOW ENCRYPTION DISRUPTS INVESTIGATIONS
U.S. law enforcement and intelligence agencies work hard to protect the safety of U.S.
citizens and residents. Recent advances in encryption, along with increased adoption, have
affected how government agencies protect national security and fight crime by limiting the
amount of information they can access. However, law enforcement and security agencies
conduct different types of investigations. While national security agencies sometimes
surveil large amounts of information, law enforcement investigations typically target
information relevant to a specific case. Indeed, law enforcement officials do not have the
authority to serve mass warrants.
Figure 1: How encryption affects government access to data-at-rest and data-in-motion.

Data at Rest

Law Enforcement

Intelligence Community

Data in Motion

Law enforcement cannot
gain access to encrypted
data stored on a user’s
device or in the cloud, even
with a search warrant.

Law enforcement cannot
use wiretaps to intercept
communications.

Intelligence community
cannot gain access to
encrypted data stored on
a user’s device or in the
cloud, including bulk
access to user data.

Intelligence community
cannot analyze
communications for
trigger terms.

For investigative purposes, information is categorized as “data at rest” or “data in motion.”
Data at rest refers to any form of electronic storage, whether on a device or in the cloud.
To gain access to data at rest, law enforcement must obtain a court order, a process that
requires them to identify the owner of the data and to provide justification to a judge for
why they should have access. However, even if they receive access to the data, law
enforcement officials will be unable to make sense of the encrypted data if they do not have
the key. Similarly, if Internet companies do not have the key to their customers’ encrypted
data, then they will be unable to comply with a request by intelligence agencies to search
through this data.
Data in motion refers to information moving between two or more endpoints. Law
enforcement may try to gain access to data in motion through court-ordered wiretaps to
monitor specific communications. For example, law enforcement may be able to gain
access to messages passed through a messaging service if the service provider can decrypt
the communications. However, if the communications are encrypted end-to-end so that
only the endpoints have keys, law enforcement officials will be unable to decipher it. To
date, this has not been a widespread problem. Federal wiretap data indicates that out of
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over 32,000 wiretaps conducted to intercept wire, oral, or electric communications from
2001 to 2014, law enforcement only encountered encrypted communications 132 times. 103
However, this number will likely grow as encryption becomes more prevalent. In addition,
when national security agencies intercept large amounts of online data in transit to search
for trigger terms, they will not be able to access this information if the data is encrypted. If
the data is encrypted, intelligence agencies will only be able to see metadata—data that
describes information about a communication, such as information on the source and
destination of packets and how much and when data are transferred.
While more widespread adoption of encryption will make it harder for law enforcement
and intelligence agencies to do their job as they do today, the overall effect it will have on
them is unknown. Future tools and techniques might also have an impact on their ability
to conduct investigations, and this impact is also unknown and will change over time.104

METHODS FOR BREAKING ENCRYPTION
There are multiple methods that a government can use to gain access to encrypted
information. Some methods involve breaking encryption, some involve circumventing it,
and some involve gaining access to the keys. Some of the tactics rely on covert actions by
the intelligence community, so law enforcement will not always be able to directly use these
methods. However, since law enforcement may request assistance from the intelligence
community, it may still be able to benefit from these capabilities. 105 Some tactics seek to
impose broad limitations on encryption, while others are narrowly focused on one business,
individual, or product or service. Each of these methods also comes with tradeoffs in the
form of different levels of security risk and reliability of access for law enforcement and
intelligence agencies.
Banning Strong Encryption
Government can access encrypted information by simply banning encryption above a
certain strength or by allowing only weaker forms of encryption that it has the resources to
break. This would mean that all products, services, and devices sold or imported into a
country would provide a means for its intelligence officials to access stored data through
brute force attacks. Because law enforcement often does not have the resources to conduct
this sort of time-consuming method of breaking encryption, this method is usually reserved
for intelligence agencies. For example, the United Kingdom could pass a law that bans
encryption stronger than 64-bit keys, knowing its intelligence agency has the resources to
crack any form of legal encryption in the country.
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Figure 2: The usefulness of different methods the government can use to increase access to
encrypted information.
Method

Usefulness for Government

Impact on Security

Banning strong encryption on
products and services sold in the
U.S. allows the intelligence
community to use brute-force
attacks to access encrypted
information.

Banning strong encryption weakens the
security of all products and services,
especially from nation-state threats.

Weakening
Encryption
Standards

Surreptitiously weakening encryption
standards allows the intelligence
community to use secret attacks to
access encrypted information.

Weakening national encryption
standards weakens all U.S. encryption
products that use those standards,
allowing bad actors to also exploit
vulnerabilities for access.

Creating Software
and Hardware
Backdoors

Secretly installing backdoors can
allow the intelligence community to
circumvent encryption, often without
notifying the user.

If backdoors are discovered by
malicious actors, they can exploit these
vulnerabilities.

Government
Hacking

The government can attempt to hack
into products or services, but it has
no guarantee of success.

Government hacking can create new
vulnerabilities which other attackers
could exploit.

Mandatory Key
Escrow

Key escrow allows the government to
use a court order to unlock
encrypted information by forcing
companies, a neutral third party, or
the government itself to store an
extra key to all encrypted data.

Requiring key escrow exposes
businesses and consumers to
additional risks from security breaches
and precludes certain security features,
such as perfect forward secrecy.

Prohibiting ClientSide Encryption

By not allowing users to encrypt data
using their own keys, the government
can access data through third party
service providers.

User data can be exposed if data is
stolen or leaked by a third party.
Ultimately, the security of users’ data
is dependent on the actions of the
service provider.

Banning Strong
Encryption

Traditional Methods
of Obtaining
Information

Traditional methods, such as
surveillance, witnesses, physical
searches, or confessions, to learn
encryption keys vary in effectiveness.

There is minimal impact on security.

The security ramifications of this move would be dire, weakening the security of all
products and services produced or imported into a country, especially against attacks from
sophisticated hackers or nation states. To date, no country has created plans to completely
ban encryption above a certain strength. Instead, countries have exercised this type of ban
narrowly, directing it at devices or services that use encryption their intelligence agencies
are unable to bypass. For example, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates banned the
secure messaging function of Blackberry mobile devices in 2010. 106 Similarly, in 2011,
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Pakistan banned all encryption software and ordered Pakistani Internet Service Providers to
tell the government if it caught customers using virtual private networks—networks that
use encryption to allow Internet users to browse the web privately. 107
Weakening Encryption Standards
Intelligence agencies can secretly manipulate and weaken national standards for encryption,
with the goal of limiting encryption products and services that use those standards. While
these processes are public, intelligence agencies can surreptitiously manipulate them. This
usually requires cross-government participation. In some cases, intelligence agencies can
weaken the encryption strength of the national standard, such as the NSA’s edits to the
U.S. National Bureau of Standards’ final DES algorithm. 108 In other instances, intelligence
agencies can manipulate national standards to leave security flaws in the final algorithm.
For example, the Snowden revelations exposed that the NSA had surreptitiously
circumvented encryption used to secure digital communications by manipulating a
cryptography standard that the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
had issued in 2006. 109 This allowed the NSA to access data on a product or service using
this standard, but also exposed these products and services to abuse by bad actors. 110 As a
result, NIST published guidelines discouraging companies from using these standards and
promised to give the public an opportunity to provide input on revising new standards. 111
By compromising an encryption standard that the government uses, and by extension, that
much of the private sector will likely use, intelligence agencies would create a vulnerability
that malicious actors could discover and exploit. These security flaws could persist for years
before the government fixes the issue in a revised standard. For example, security
researchers discovered the security flaw in the NIST cryptography standard as early as
2007, but NIST did not revise the standard until 2014. 112
Creating Software and Hardware Backdoors
Intelligence agencies can create backdoors, gateways giving a third party extraordinary
access to a secure product—whether it is hardware (e.g., a physical access port) or software
(e.g., code in a computer program). Governments create backdoors to allow direct access to
encrypted communications or storage without tipping off their target to the surveillance.
Once installed, backdoors can be very effective for intelligence agencies, which gain secret
access to devices or systems. However, backdoors are kept secret, which means they are
typically only available to the intelligence community and not law enforcement.
Intelligence agencies can also create backdoors in products using encryption, either by
forcing companies to build backdoors into their systems for direct access or by
surreptitiously installing them on devices. For example, the Snowden revelations revealed
that the NSA intercepted routers, servers, and networking equipment made by Cisco while
the equipment was in transit so it could secretly insert backdoor surveillance tools without
the company’s knowledge. 113
If a backdoor is discovered by adversaries, they can exploit these vulnerabilities, and
because backdoors are installed secretly, businesses often do not detect them for long
periods of time. For example, in 2015, Juniper Networks, a tech company that produces
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networking equipment for corporate and government systems, discovered two
unauthorized backdoors into its products, including one that allowed adversaries to decrypt
traffic—and the culprit of this breach is still unknown. 114 These security flaws on Juniper
devices went undetected for three years. 115 Upon close inspection, security researchers
discovered that this backdoor was created based on code from the NIST cryptography
standard that the NSA had compromised. 116 While Juniper did not use the specific
corrupted parameters in its firewall, the overall backdoor effort by the NSA laid the
groundwork for someone to attack this system. Because backdoors are targeted at a specific
company, person, or products or services, the impact is less than encryption bans or
weakened national standards, which can limit encryption for many products and services.
Government Hacking
The government can conduct attacks to break encryption, with or without help from
companies. While this is often done by intelligence agencies to install backdoor access to
devices, it can also be used to for law enforcement activities. When law enforcement or
intelligence agencies attempt to break into a product or service, they have no guarantee of
success. Therefore, different types of attacks vary in effectiveness based on what type of
encryption a target is using and if a company is working with law enforcement.
Law enforcement officials have used many forms of hacking to find criminals, especially
where criminals have used software to encrypt or obscure their online activities. In fact, the
FBI not only has its own proprietary surveillance software, it also uses popular hacker
tools. 117 One example of this is phishing, where law enforcement masquerades as a
trustworthy source over an electronic communication to get someone to download
surveillance software. This happened in 2007 when the FBI sent a fake news article to the
anonymous email address associated with repeated bomb threats; downloading the article
installed surveillance software that, when clicked, revealed the suspect’s identity. 118
Another common tactic is installing a keylogger, software that is designed to secretly record
keystrokes. Keyloggers can be used to intercept passwords or other sensitive information
typed into a computer. For example, in 2007, the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration
used a keylogger to bypass PGP and an encrypted email service by monitoring suspects’
keystrokes for their passwords. 119 In order to use a keylogger, law enforcement must gain
surreptitious access to the encrypted device, something that can be difficult during an
active investigation.
The intelligence community has also hacked into private companies to facilitate
surveillance on the customers of those companies. For example, in 2010 the NSA and the
U.K. Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) allegedly used malware to
hack into the computer systems of Gemalto—a leading manufacturer of SIM cards based
in the Netherlands—to steal the encryption keys for millions of SIM cards. 120 Documents
associated with the case contain information pertaining only to three months of access by
NSA and GCHQ, but surveillance may have continued after that time. 121
The government can also ask or force a company to conduct attacks on its behalf. For
example, for end-to-end encryption communications systems that depend on centralized,
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provider-operated key servers (e.g., WhatsApp), the government can attack key
distribution, forcing companies to distribute illegitimate keys or register devices that store
and receive information related to a user’s account. 122 In this instance, when a user tries to
send a message over an encrypted network, he or she must communicate with a key server
that tells the user the public key of the intended recipient. At this point, if the government
forces a company to substitute its own keys in addition to the intended public keys of the
recipient, it can also gain access to the information.
Similarly, the government can work with a company to remove the security features in the
devices or services it provides to certain customers. For example, in the San Bernardino
case, the FBI asked Apple to create a special version of its software where the safeguards
that make it difficult to attempt to hack the iPhone using brute force methods are disabled
and then load this software on to the suspect’s phone. 123 These types of software updates
must typically be signed by a private key held by the software maker for them to be
accepted by the device.
As with installing surreptitious backdoors into products and services, there are tradeoffs
with other forms of government hacking. Hacking a device that is still in use, such as by
installing malware, can create new vulnerabilities that other attackers could exploit. And
some methods, such as introducing vulnerabilities through automatic software updates,
could discourage consumers from patching security vulnerabilities on their devices. And
even when the government does not introduce new vulnerabilities, if it does not
responsibly disclose vulnerabilities it discovers to the private sector, it allows these
weaknesses to persist—so that they could later be exploited by bad actors.
Mandatory Key Escrow
The government can also require key-recovery mechanisms, commonly referred to as “key
escrow.” In these systems, in addition to the original key used to encrypt and decrypt
information, there is a second key that is held by a third party. With key escrow, there is no
portal for direct access, such as a secret backdoor. Instead, the software is designed to create
an extra key for the third party, such as the company offering the service or the
government. When law enforcement wants to intercept encrypted data or gain access to a
device, the key held in escrow can decrypt them.
Key escrow systems, if widely adopted, would be an effective tool for law enforcement to
gain access to encrypted information. By acquiring a warrant or court order, law
enforcement could compel a company to decrypt communications without the knowledge
of the people using the service. Law enforcement and the Obama administration have
discussed a number of ways to implement this type of key escrow system. 124 For example,
device makers could be required to maintain a separate set of keys that would allow access
to encrypted data over a physical port on the devices. If law enforcement officials have
physical access to the device, they could then extract the encrypted data after using a court
order to obtain the key. The administration also proposed a “forced back-up” plan whereby
companies with the capability would be required to automatically upload customer data,
before it is encrypted, to a location where the government could later access it. Both of
these proposals would only address encrypted storage rather than encrypted
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communications. Finally, other prominent voices, such as NSA director Mike Rogers,
proposed split-key encryption, where multiple parties each control a partial key, and all
parties must come together under a court order to decrypt the information. 125 While this
approach would limit the risk of exploitation by requiring an attacker to obtain multiple
partial keys to recover a full one, it still introduces a vulnerability—all keys must come
together at once to decrypt the information and the keys must remain the same across
multiple transactions. In none of these scenarios would the government be able to access all
encrypted data, as users could still use third-party software to encrypt their information
prior to using a communication service or storing it on a device.

Adding extraordinary
access complicates
encryption. Every line
of new code is a place
where a mistake can
be made and a flaw
produced.

But while these systems can be beneficial to law enforcement, they would also have a
negative result: Key escrow takes away from individuals the power to secure their own data
in favor of a much less secure overall encryption framework. There are several problems
with key escrow systems. 126 First, these systems increase overall complexity in the system. In
a hypothetical key escrow system, a law enforcement request for a company would need to
go through several stages to be fulfilled, including authenticating the court’s warrant,
finding the correct data, locating the correct key in the company’s escrow, and retrieving
the data from only the time period on the warrant. 127 The company would then need to
convert the data into the correct format, transfer it to only authorized and authenticated
law enforcement parties, and maintain the ability to audit these requests. Each of these
steps adds a new level of complexity and each one is subject to attacks from adversaries—
whether it is impersonation attacks like falsifying court documents, insider attacks from
rogue employees, or hackers targeting the system that maintains the keys in escrow.
In addition, there are likely billions of encrypted communications created every moment,
each with its own set of changing keys. 128 It is simply infeasible to create a system where all
of these communications have a system in place that would allow third-party access
without adding enormous complexity. Encrypted data is most secure if only those entities
that need access to the keys have this access. Adding new keys complicates the system as
every line of new code is a place where a mistake can be made and a flaw produced.
Second, key escrow systems end the best practice of “perfect forward secrecy.” Unlike
traditional encryption systems that use a single key over a long period of time, perfect
forward secrecy uses different keys for each encrypted session, known as ephemeral keys. By
changing the keys with each new session, an adversary can be prevented from decrypting
past or future data if a key used to encrypt information is ever compromised. This
minimizes the impact that a bad actor can have on accessing encrypted information. Key
escrow ends this practice by mandating that a company hold a master key for all of its
communications or an extra set of keys for each individual session. Given the sheer number
of keys that perfect forward secrecy generates, it is unreasonable for a public key
infrastructure to duplicate and maintain these keys in escrow.
Third, sharing an encryption key with a third party creates new vulnerabilities because
there is another point of attack that can be exploited. Past examples of key escrow systems
designed to comply with government requests for data have been rife with vulnerabilities.
In one example, which became known as the Athens Affair, over 100 senior members of
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the Greek government had their electronic communications intercepted by still-unknown
parties for 10 months during 2004 and 2005. 129 These coopted intercepts were originally
built into the Vodafone Greece telephone system to enable lawful access to
communications for law enforcement. Similarly, in 2010, a researcher discovered a
vulnerability in the infrastructure that Cisco had created for extraordinary access for
law enforcement years after it had been introduced and spread to carriers
throughout Europe. 130
A government key escrow system would be even more vulnerable. If a government key
escrow system were created, it would also need to be secured. However, virtually no
government agency has shown itself to be capable of preventing data breaches, and even the
heads of intelligence agencies have had their personal accounts hacked. 131
Prohibiting Client-Side Encryption
The government could prohibit companies from implementing client-side encryption,
whereby consumers control their own encryption keys. By not allowing users to encrypt
data using their own keys, third-party service providers will be able to access consumer data
to fulfill warrants and court orders. This type of restriction on encryption effectively forces
companies to implement their own key escrow systems. Therefore, prohibiting client-side
encryption results in the same benefits to law enforcement and risks to consumers as
mandating key escrow systems (detailed previously). In addition, this method would not
prevent users from using non-U.S. third-party software, or writing their own, which allows
them to encrypt data and retain sole custody of the keys.
Ultimately, the security of users’ data is dependent on the actions of the service provider,
which can create a problem. If a user wants more security, which may increase costs, and a
service provider wants to generate profit by decreasing costs, the user may ultimately lose
out. However, if users control their own set of keys, then they can secure their data based
on the level of risk tolerance appropriate to that data, such as by using stronger keys,
changing keys more frequently, and implementing more security measures to limit who can
access keys.
Traditional Methods of Obtaining Information
Law enforcement can use other more traditional forms of investigation to gain access to the
keys used to encrypt data, including surveillance, witnesses, physical searches, and
confessions. For example, law enforcement may secretly observe the password a user enters
on a computer or search an office to find paper files containing passwords. These methods
of obtaining keys are less useful for intercepting encrypted communications. Many of these
methods have been consistently available to law enforcement for decades, and have adapted
to changing technologies. For example, before telephones there were no wiretaps, and
before transistors law enforcement could not plant listening devices to monitor
conversations remotely. 132
Each of these methods has varying levels of effectiveness. For example, law enforcement can
conduct physical searches if it has jurisdiction. Similarly, law enforcement can sometimes
compel someone with the encryption key—the sender or receiver of the communication, or
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the service provider if it has the key—to provide access to decrypted data under certain
circumstances. 133 For example, in the case of encrypted phones with biometric locks, such
as many new iPhones, law enforcement can sometimes unlock the phone by placing the
suspect’s fingertips against the phone’s fingerprint reader. However, in order for this
technique to be feasible, law enforcement must have access to the device and the person.
Therefore, law enforcement may not choose to use this method during an investigation if
they wish not to be detected. In addition, some of these methods will get more difficult
for law enforcement to implement as encryption becomes incorporated into
more technologies.

JUSTIFICATIONS AND PROPOSALS FOR ACCESS TO ENCRYPTED DATA
Many law enforcement officials do not want companies to offer any products or services
that allow users to maintain full control over the keys used to encrypt their data. Instead,
they want companies to operate key escrow systems that would allow them to provide the
government access to any customer data. These requests would only be allowed if
authorized by a court. Some law enforcement officials have pushed for companies to build
these systems voluntarily, while others have proposed legislation.
Law enforcement and national security agency officials have put forth five main arguments
to justify their opposition to allowing users to maintain full control of encryption keys:
1. Since law enforcement agencies have always had the ability to access information
with warrants, companies should not offer technology that circumvents this
process.
2. Without access to encrypted data, the government will be less able to stop or solve
crimes and terrorism.
3. Companies have decided to stop retaining a copy of their customers’ encryption
keys for business reasons alone, not to improve security.
4. Technologists could create a way for the government to access encrypted data
without compromising security if they tried harder to solve the problem.
5. At a minimum, companies should help law enforcement officials hack into specific
encrypted systems.
Argument 1: Since law enforcement agencies have always had the ability to
access information with warrants, companies should not offer technology that
circumvents this process.
Some law enforcement officials argue that companies are interfering with their longstanding ability to conduct lawful searches by allowing users to maintain their own
encryption keys. These critics caution against a new wave of “warrant-proof encryption,”
the scenario in which law enforcement goes through established legal processes to obtain
information, such as through a search warrant, only to find the information they seek is
inaccessible due to encryption. 134 FBI Director Comey made this point when he said, “The
core question is this: once all of the requirements and safeguards of the laws and the
Constitution have been met, are we comfortable with technical design decisions that result
in barriers to obtaining evidence of a crime?” 135
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A number of different laws say where and when law enforcement is allowed to execute a
search and seizure of data. 136 If these searches are illegal, flawed, or do not meet the
standards set forth by any of these governing laws, then law enforcement cannot use any
information so obtained to further an investigation. This is because U.S. citizens enjoy a
presumptive right to privacy when it comes to searches and seizures under the Fourth
Amendment to the Constitution, which can only be violated by law enforcement under
certain circumstances. Furthermore, U.S. citizens enjoy protections under the Fifth
Amendment, which provides that “[n]o person… shall be compelled in any case to be
witness against himself.” 137 The Fifth Amendment limits the government’s ability to gather
evidence by granting individuals the right to refuse to share self-incriminating information.
The Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals has ruled that the Fifth Amendment bars law
enforcement from compelling a suspect to provide the key needed to decrypt encrypted
data if the key is something the person has memorized, and does not exist in physical
form. 138 In the past, this distinction created no problem for law enforcement because a
physical lock box or combination safe could be broken into if needed, but there is no “bolt
cutter” for encryption. In short, law enforcement agencies have no recourse to access
encrypted information. In practical terms, it means law enforcement can compel a suspect
to open a biometric lock with a fingerprint, but cannot compel someone to turn over
a password. 139
There are limits to warrants when it comes to encryption. If the FBI issues a warrant to a
network operator to decrypt communications sent over its network and the user has
encrypted those communications, the company can provide the encrypted packets, but it
will not be able to decrypt its content. Similarly, if users encrypt files on their mobile
devices, device manufacturers cannot provide law enforcement access to the data. In these
cases, law enforcement can only successfully decrypt the user’s information if the user
provides the key. FBI Director Comey has referred to this situation as “…equivalent of a
closet that can’t be opened. A safe that can’t be cracked.” 140
As a result, there have been several calls to update legislation to allow law enforcement
extraordinary access to encrypted materials. For example, New York County District
Attorney Cyrus Vance has called for updating the Communications Assistance for Law
Enforcement Act (CALEA) to bar companies from providing sole control of encryption
keys to their consumers, prohibiting sales of digital devices that cannot be accessed
pursuant to a warrant, and examining financial disincentives for companies that do
not comply. 141
Response to Argument 1: Law enforcement officials have never had the ability to
read properly encrypted information.
Law enforcement officials have never been able to access certain information. First, law
enforcement has never had the power to decrypt data when the user held the key. For
example, from the 1970s to 1990s, law enforcement had no practical way to access user
data encrypted with DES since no third party controlled the keys, although law
enforcement could still obtain court orders to require corporations to turn over their own
data. 142 The relatively recent introduction of cloud computing services has created an
opportunity for law enforcement and intelligence agencies to circumvent encryption
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because they can compel the service provider to turn over unencrypted customer data.
Second, while law enforcement officials can gain the authority to search any private
property, this does not mean that they will always be able to access information sufficiently
well-hidden or protected, such as information that is buried in someone’s backyard or
memorized but never written down.
What has changed is that the use of encryption and digital technologies is significantly
more widespread today than in the past; moreover, the users of encryption are increasingly
individuals, not just corporations. Thus, while the scale of the impact of encryption on law
enforcement is much greater today than in the past, the phenomenon itself—the inability
of law enforcement to access encrypted data where the user controls all of the keys—is
not new.
Argument 2: Without access to encrypted data, the government will be less able
to stop or solve crime and terrorism.
Some law enforcement and intelligence agencies also argue that even if they did not have
this level of access to encrypted information before, they need it now to solve crimes and
stop terrorism. This has become the case, they argue, because the amount of data that is
encrypted today dwarfs what was encrypted in the past. Many people, including criminals
and terrorists, use devices and online services that encrypt data. In arguing for
extraordinary access to encryption, law enforcement officials have offered three primary
categories of crime emboldened by pervasive encryption: common crimes, organized crime,
and terrorism.
First, law enforcement argues that if it is unable to access encrypted data, many everyday
crimes will go unsolved. Certainly, law enforcement officials can expect to encounter
encrypted data more often as consumer devices enable new security features. For example,
between October 2014 and June 2015, the office of the New York District Attorney found
that 35 percent of the data extracted from phones came from Apple devices and 36 percent
came from Android devices. 143 Because these smartphones now enable encryption by
default without providing a key to any intermediaries, much of the data on these phones
has become unreadable to law enforcement officials. District Attorney Vance pointed to 74
cases involving iPhones between October 2014 and June 2015 in which law enforcement
officials could not access a phone’s contents. 144 Given that the Manhattan DA’s office
handles over 100,000 cases each year, this number represents less than a tenth of a percent,
but will likely grow over time. 145
Law enforcement officials have pointed to a series of cases where access to a device was
crucial to convicting a criminal, and where, had the devices been encrypted, the case may
have gone differently. 146 For example, FBI Director Comey cited a case in which a longhaul trucker kidnapped his girlfriend and drove her from state to state, assaulting her
physically and sexually. 147 When the victim escaped, a search warrant for the data on the
suspect’s phone corroborated the victim’s testimony at trial. In New York, a police officer
observed a man using a cell phone to film up women’s skirts, and upon getting a warrant
for the phone, law enforcement was able to discover many images—including those of an
under-aged victim—and convict the man. 148 In the absence of other evidence or testimony,
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law enforcement officials will need access to the perpetrator’s unencrypted data in order to
prosecute these sorts of crimes.
Second, law enforcement officials have argued that without access to encrypted data they
will be unable to prevent organized crime. For example, District Attorney Vance cited the
prosecution of an identity theft ring with 29 members who had stolen over 100 American
Express credit card numbers and property worth over $1 million. 149 The identity theft ring
operated out of restaurants, where waiters would swipe credit card numbers surreptitiously
through a card reader to store the credit information. A search of one waiter’s unencrypted
iPhone revealed text messages that ultimately led to the discovery and prosecution of the
illegal enterprise.
Finally, law enforcement officials argue that they need access to encrypted data to fight
terrorism. In November 2015, the Islamic State (ISIL) terrorist network targeted Paris,
France, with a series of attacks that killed at least 130 people. 150 European officials said that
investigations after the event showed these terrorists communicated about the attacks from
Syria using encrypted communications. 151 During another terrorism case in San
Bernardino, California, in December 2015, perpetrators used Apple devices with
encryption to communicate with terrorist groups overseas. 152 As a result of these highprofile cases, some high-level public officials, including Central Intelligence Agency
Director John Brennan, and UK Prime Minister Cameron, expressed concern that their
countries are facing new and dangerous threats from sophisticated terrorists, justifying
limits to the use of encryption. 153
Law enforcement and intelligence officials argue that in the past, accessing communications
has helped them investigate terrorism. In France, for example, investigators took data from
smartphones used by terrorists in the Charlie Hebdo attacks and in the attack on a gas
facility at Saint-Quentin-Fallavier. 154 Law enforcement officials worry that since encrypted
data can frustrate their efforts, terrorists and other criminals will increasingly use these tools
to commit offenses and avoid prosecution.
Response to Argument 2: Limiting encryption is not the right answer for stopping
crime and preventing terrorism.
Certainly, developments in encryption are likely to impact the effectiveness of law
enforcement and the intelligence community, and even more so if they do not develop or
use new tools and techniques to investigate crimes and combat terrorism in an age of secure
digital communications. However, law enforcement’s access to information to prevent and
solve crimes always involves a tradeoff with civil liberties. If the U.S. government really
wanted to stop domestic terrorism, it could require that every home be installed with a
1984-like two-way screen, where law enforcement computers could listen to every word
citizens say. Of course, everyone would rightly react in horror at such a proposal because it
gets the balance terribly wrong. Indeed, as the United States transitions into a fully digital
economy and society, it will become increasingly important to ensure the security of data.
Given the substantial benefits encryption has to offer, and the likely negative effects of
limiting encryption, it is not sufficient to argue that law enforcement’s inability to access
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encrypted materials in its quest to upset various criminal and terrorism investigations
justifies extraordinary access to encrypted data. This is so for at least three reasons: 1)
accessing encrypted data is not the only way law enforcement officials can fight crime
and terrorism, 2) no matter the policy that is put in place, terrorists and sophisticated
criminals will still use encryption, and 3) many other legal activities and technologies
perpetuate crime.
Accessing encrypted data is not the only way law enforcement can solve crimes.

If criminals could simply avoid prosecution by using encryption, they would have nothing
to fear today. However, law enforcement has alternative investigative tools at its disposal,
including a steadily growing supply of metadata. 155 Law enforcement has always had
multiple investigatory tactics in its arsenal, including testimony from witnesses and
collaborators, as well as physical evidence. In addition, law enforcement can use traditional
methods of surveillance, as well as commercial technologies like StingRay that facilitate
government surveillance of mobile devices. 156 For example, if police can get a warrant to
monitor a suspect’s home or business, then they may be able to record illegal activity. Law
enforcement officials can often get access to metadata. For example, although law
enforcement cannot access encrypted messages sent via the popular mobile app Whatsapp,
they can use metadata to learn whom particular users are talking to. 157 In the future, law
enforcement agencies could develop new tools and methods to further investigations. 158
To be clear, there are limits to each of these approaches. Law enforcement officials cannot
interview suspects if they want to keep an investigation secret. There may not be any
intelligence or informants available in a particular case. And metadata might not provide
the information law enforcement is seeking. 159
Furthermore, law enforcement and the intelligence community routinely rely on other
methods to stop terrorism, such as international cooperation, domestic intelligence sharing,
and following up on tips from informants. For example, in 2009, the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA), FBI, and New York Police Department all worked together to stop an alQaeda plan to detonate a bomb on the New York City subway after the CIA shared
intelligence on individuals training in foreign terrorist camps with law enforcement. 160 The
U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s “If You See Something, Say Something”
campaign has also helped generate tips from the public. 161 In 2013, the Wall Street Journal
chronicled nine thwarted terrorists plots in New York since 2002, most of which were
foiled by informants. In another case, a tip from an ammunition store clerk stopped a man
from repeating the 2009 Fort Hood attack. And, passengers and crew of an airline stopped
a suicide bomber in midair, while a relative’s tip helped the FBI prevent an attempted
bombing in Oregon in 2010. 162
These approaches will not catch every criminal, and the increased prevalence of encryption
will make it more difficult to catch the non-dedicated, non-expert criminal who happens to
use an encrypted device.
The U.S. cannot stop terrorists or sophisticated criminals from encrypting data.

Regardless of what laws the U.S. government passes, it cannot stop committed terrorists or
criminals from encrypting their data. If bad actors want to use encryption, they can easily
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find tools to do so from open-source software or foreign providers. Many do so today. An
online ISIL tutorial lists the top five “safest” encryption tools for terrorists, and none were
made by companies in the United States. 163 A recent survey of 865 hardware and software
products incorporating encryption from 55 countries found that two-thirds of these
products come from foreign providers and several of the smaller foreign firms stored source
code in multiple countries, making it easy for them to relocate if a country passes a law
limiting encryption. 164 Indeed some of the most advanced work in encryption comes from
outside the United States, and the current NIST-approved standard for encryption, AES,
was developed by two Belgian cryptographers. 165 Even FBI Director Comey acknowledged
the limit of U.S. policy in restricting access to encryption, explaining that any criminal can
simply use products and services created outside the United States. 166
If the United States wants to fully ban certain types of encryption from the hands of these
few bad actors, it would need to perform a Herculean feat that would include blocking
websites found hosting prohibited encryption tools or code, mandating key escrow systems
in all U.S. services, and confiscating devices with prohibited forms of encryption on them
at the border.
Moreover, since most of the information about how to encrypt data is available in
textbooks or freely online, terrorists or criminal groups can write the code themselves.
Many have already. In 2007, al-Qaeda developed software, known as Mujahideen Secrets,
to encrypt their online communications. 167 In 2008, al-Qaeda updated the software to
strengthen the encryption in response to possible vulnerabilities. 168 Immediately following
the 2013 Snowden leaks about U.S. surveillance, three terrorist organizations—GIMF, the
Al-Fajr Technical Committee, and ISIL—each created a new encryption tool. 169 In fact,
since the NSA leaks, terrorists are likely to use technology created by companies outside the
United States. 170 Therefore, if U.S. intelligence agencies make U.S. companies give them
extraordinary access to encrypted user data, most terrorists using these tools will likely
switch to foreign providers. If this occurs, U.S. law enforcement and security agencies lose
access to an important asset: metadata from U.S. providers.
The U.S. should not ban encryption just because it can also be used by criminals.

Encryption is an example of dual-use technology. While criminals and terrorists use
encryption, the vast majority of its use is by law-abiding consumers and businesses. Many
other technologies also allow criminals to commit crimes, such as cars enabling get-away
drivers and shovels enabling criminals to bury evidence. The U.S. government should not
place limits on encryption just because a small minority of users engage in criminal activity
any more than they should place similar limits on cars or shovels.
Argument 3: Companies have decided to stop retaining a copy of their
customers’ encryption keys for business reasons alone, not to improve security.
Some law enforcement officials, such as FBI Director Comey and Deputy Attorney
General Sally Quillian Yates, have argued that companies are engineering systems that deny
law enforcement officials access to consumer data for business reasons rather than to
improve security. 171 They believe companies are making these changes so that they will be
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more competitive abroad when selling to customers who do not want the government to
access their data.
They also believe that companies have not increased security for their customers by
allowing them to maintain the only copy of the keys used to encrypt their data. District
Attorney Conley has even argued that since companies gather large amounts of information
on their customers for commercial purposes, they should provide access to private customer
information for law enforcement purposes. District Attorney Conley said that these
companies are “taking full advantage of their customers’ private data for commercial
purposes while building an impenetrable barrier around evidence in legitimate, courtauthorized criminal investigations.” 172
Law enforcement officials have pointed to companies in regulated industries that already
use key escrow for their own commercial purposes, or to comply with warrants, as
justification for why all companies should implement key escrow systems. For example,
FBI Director Comey noted that some industries, such as the financial industry, “have the
ability to access the data and comply with court orders, and they are able to do both in a
pretty robust way.” 173 Similarly, in an article published in the Wall Street Journal, Senator
Richard Burr (R-NC) cited an example of several major banks using the encrypted
messaging service Symphony. 174 When regulators grew concerned that this system would
prevent regulators from investigating illegal activities, the banks agreed to store decryption
keys with a third party.
Certainly some companies have created key-recovery capabilities as a feature for their
customers. In addition, some companies provide services that depend on access to
unencrypted customer data. For example, some social networks encrypt data sent over the
link between the user and the website, but process the data in the clear once it has been
received. 175 Similarly, some cloud-storage services encrypt their customers’ data, but unless
their customers separately encrypt their data, these cloud providers maintain access to their
own encryption keys.
Response to Argument 3: Allowing users to control their own keys increases
security.
Reducing the number of entities that have the key to encrypted data reduces the number of
potential attacks on the data. 176 In other words, there are fewer opportunities for user data
to be stolen or leaked. The idea of users controlling their own keys is not new. Until cloud
computing introduced a third party into the technical architecture, there was no technical
reason to share encryption keys with anyone other than the parties communicating. 177
Indeed, many cloud-computing providers are starting to offer client-side encryption, which
allows users to maintain control of the encryption keys just as they would in a non-cloud
computing environment. For example, Google announced that the Google Cloud
Compute Engine, its scalable cloud-based computing infrastructure, now allows customers
to supply their own encryption keys. 178 Not only does this form of encryption allow
customers to better manage risk for their data, but it also reduces the risk and liability of
third parties holding that data. This will ultimately result in lower prices.
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Of course, not all cloud-computing providers will adopt client-side encryption. For
example, some may prefer to offer server-side encryption so that if the customer loses the
key, access to the data can be recovered. Or a company’s business model may depend on
access to unencrypted data. But these decisions will vary from company to company.
Information security has drastically improved over the years to suit the needs and
technologies of the time. Prohibiting companies from selling products and services that
allow customers to maintain control of their encryption keys would turn back progress in
information security, such as by limiting perfect forward secrecy. In addition, these
limitations could make certain forms of technology, such as cloud computing, less viable
for the private sector and limit IT-driven innovation.
Restricting innovation in information security would also have a negative impact on the
security of the U.S. government. The Clinger Cohen Act of 1996 directs the federal
government to acquire IT from the private sector. 179 As a result, the U.S. government,
including the military, increasingly relies on commercial IT from the private sector for
secure data storage and communications. 180 Therefore, any limitations on commercial
innovation of IT security products will have an adverse effect on government information
security.
Argument 4: Technologists have not tried to solve the problem.
In response the above critiques, some law enforcement officials have conceded that not
allowing users to manage their own encryption keys may make consumers and businesses
less secure. However, this has not stopped them from asking technologists to invent a
method that allows lawful access by third-party actors while not introducing any
vulnerabilities that could be exploited by bad actors. For example, Executive Assistant
Director Hess and Director Comey have asked for “both government and industry to
develop innovative solutions to secure networks and devices, yet still yield information
needed to protect our society against threats and ensure public safety.” 181 Director Comey
expanded on this idea during a U.S. Senate hearing:
“I hear lots of folks say it is too hard, can’t be fixed. My response is, really? I think
Silicon Valley is full of folks who stood in their garage and years ago were told,
‘Your dreams are too hard to achieve. It is too hard.’ Thank goodness they didn’t
listen. And they have built remarkable things that have changed our lives. Maybe it
is too hard, but given the stakes—security on the Internet and public safety for the
good folks of this country—we’ve got to give it a shot.” 182
This sentiment was echoed recently by former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, who in
the course of running a presidential campaign, has advocated for a “Manhattan-like
Project” for dealing with the issue of encryption. 183 Secretary Clinton is not alone in these
sentiments, as other presidential contenders Governor John Kasich and Donald Trump
have hinted at similar measures to stop terrorists from exploiting encryption. 184 The theory
goes that if enough technical experts are put in a room, they will find a way to create a
system that allows third-party access to encrypted data without introducing vulnerabilities.
The Washington Post editorial board echoed similar claims, writing “…with all their
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wizardry, perhaps Apple and Google could invent a kind of secure golden key they would
retain and use only when a court has approved a search warrant.” 185 Indeed, the Washington
Post has continued to push for this approach, and has called for the National Academy of
Sciences to study the issue further to with special focus on technical matters and to offer
recommendations on how to give law enforcement access while maintaining protection
against bad actors. 186 To this end, Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX) has announced
a special congressional commission to find common ground between law enforcement, civil
society advocates, and tech companies. 187

While law
enforcement may
wish there was an
alternative technical
solution available,
there is no
technological solution
to square this circle.

Response to Argument 4: Encryption uses math, not magic.
While law enforcement may wish there was an alternative technical solution available, there
is no technological solution to square this circle. Encryption is fundamentally math, and it
cannot be bent or changed by gifted engineers or tech geniuses. The fact of the matter is,
cryptographers have worked for decades to understand the problems, the tradeoffs, and the
risks inherent with any system that builds in third-party access. Any proposal to allow a
third-party access to encrypted data—whether through a “golden key,” a “front door,”
Thor’s hammer, or whatever someone wishes to call it—creates a new vulnerability. 188
There is simply no way to ensure that third-party access by a company or government actor
is not also abused by adversaries.
Argument 5: At a minimum, companies should help law enforcement officials
hack into specific encrypted systems.
Recently, law enforcement officials have suggested that device makers should be required to
make a special version of their software with disabled security features that could be
installed on a suspect’s device to make it easier for law enforcement to hack into it. This
debate has circled around a specific case: The FBI is attempting to access the contents of an
iPhone found in possession of one of the deceased San Bernardino terrorists, and it has
been unable to do so for over two months. 189 In February 2016, a federal judge in
California, responding to law enforcement’s authority under the 200-year old All Writs
Act, ordered Apple to install software on the device that would help federal investigators
use brute force to access the phone. 190 In response, Apple has challenged this court order. 191
The weakness that the FBI is trying to exploit is the phone’s passcode, which only has
10,000 or 1 million possible answers depending on whether a user users a 4-digit or 6-digit
code. With so few options, an adversary could use an automated brute-force attack to try
every combination. To mitigate this vulnerability, Apple uses standard security techniques:
It creates a delay after an incorrect guess before a new one can be made, and it allows users
to permanently disable access if too many incorrect guesses are made. 192 In this case, the
FBI has obtained an order requiring Apple to create a modified version of its operating
system with these two security features disable and to install it on the device. This would
allow the FBI to use brute force to figure out the passcode in seconds. The FBI’s proposal
would not work on newer iPhone operating systems, which have their own internal timer
that cannot be changed with a software update. 193 Therefore, this is a very specific case, and
Apple will not be able to comply with similar requests for its newer models.
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Response to Argument 5: Companies should comply with lawful government
requests to the extent they are able, but the government should not impose any
design requirements on them.
Companies should be free to make the most secure products and services possible. The
government should not be allowed to mandate that companies alter the design of the
products and services they sell to facilitate government access to customer data. Congress
has consistently avoided implementing technology mandates, even in legislation such as the
USA Patriot Act, and it should continue to do so. 194 The government should also not be
allowed to request that companies take actions to facilitate an investigation that would
expose non-targeted users to new vulnerabilities. But if a company can comply with a
lawful government request, it should. In addition, companies should not be restricted from
making changes that make these requests impossible to fulfill, as such changes not only
prevent government access, but also prevent third parties from hacking into devices.
While the Apple case is limited to a single phone, it would set a precedent that law
enforcement could use in court orders to force companies to help law enforcement hack
into specific devices and accounts in the future, including online services, connected cars,
and smart-home devices. If this type of authority were abused by law enforcement, it could
dissuade consumers from adopting these products. In particular, consumers might be
reluctant to adopt smart-home technologies, like the Nest Camera or Amazon Echo, if law
enforcement used their authority to conduct surveillance in the home using the cameras
and microphones found in these types of consumer products. Furthermore, if users distrust
the companies that make their devices, they may engage in bad security practices, such as
disabling or delaying software updates, thereby leaving more devices unpatched and
exposed to vulnerabilities.
However, if this type of investigatory authority is used only under limited circumstances
and with strong judicial oversight, the impact on the average law-abiding consumer should
be negligible. Thus, courts should grant law enforcement this authority for exceptional
cases; in turn, law enforcement should use restraint in making these requests, and
companies should comply when they are able. However, since these types of hacks still
present a security weakness, the private sector should be free to develop more secure
systems that do not have these vulnerabilities.

THE IMPACTS OF LIMITING ENCRYPTION
In addition to security impacts, mandating that all encryption systems provide
extraordinary access will have several other impacts on the U.S. digital economy, including
increased costs, decreased competitiveness, and diminished U.S. leadership.
Increased Costs for Consumers
Businesses can reduce risk by allowing customers to encrypt their own data. However,
mandating key escrow systems not only drives up costs for the business associated with the
new system, but also increases the risk associated with these systems. All of these increased
costs are then passed on to consumers.
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First, companies that are forced to operate key recovery systems will likely face increased
operational costs, product design and engineering costs, government oversight costs, and
user costs. 195 Operational costs would likely be the most immediate new costs of these
systems, as businesses attempt to secure new vulnerable key recovery infrastructure from
attacks. Companies may need to keep a copy of encrypted materials forever to satisfy
possible future court orders, increasing electronic storage costs. These costs are hard to
quantify because it is still unclear what entity would be responsible for ensuring that
businesses maintain extraordinary access, how that policy would be enforced, and whether
the government provides compensation to private-sector providers for the costs imposed.
Second, by forcing businesses to retain access to customer data, law enforcement officials
are also increasing the risk associated with these systems, and therefore the costs. This new
system would add complexity and vulnerabilities that would force businesses to incur
additional costs related to protecting their systems.
Lack of Trust Undermines U.S. Competitiveness
The U.S. government’s failure to reform many of its intelligence community’s surveillance
programs has already damaged the competitiveness of the U.S. tech sector and cost it a
portion of the global market share. Programs such as PRISM and Bullrun, the NSA’s
controversial programs that allow for warrantless access to private-user data on popular
online services, and that undermine encryption standards, respectively, have fundamentally
shaken international trust in U.S. tech companies and hurt U.S. business prospects. 196
Introduction of mandatory key escrow systems in U.S. products and services will exacerbate
this problem, allowing foreign companies to convince their customers to keep data with
domestic companies as a safer strategy than sending data abroad.
Several companies have come forward to describe how this loss of trust has damaged their
ability to do business abroad. For example, the software-as-a-service company Birst has
found that companies in Europe do not want their data hosted in North America due to
concerns about U.S. spying. 197 In order to address these concerns, Birst was forced to
partner with a European-based company to access European businesses. Outside the tech
sector, other U.S. companies have reported that U.S. surveillance activities have caused
them to lose major contracts to foreign competitors. For example, in December 2013,
Boeing lost a contract to Saab AB to replace Brazil’s aging fighter jets due to concerns over
NSA activities, even though the airline had nothing to do with electronic surveillance. 198
At the same time, foreign companies have made the U.S. digital surveillance policy a
centerpiece of their own effective marketing strategy. Some European companies have
begun to highlight where their digital services are hosted as an alternative to U.S.
companies. German cloud companies like Hortnetsecurity bill themselves as “Cloud
Services: Made in Germany,” while French companies like Cloudwatt have joined the
“Sovereign Cloud,” a service advertised as resistant to NSA spying. 199 In addition, some
countries, such as Germany, have voiced support for widespread adoption of encryption. 200
A mandatory key escrow system would make U.S. cloud providers less secure and less
competitive, creating a new opportunity for eager foreign firms to gain market share.
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This trend will be exacerbated if the U.S. government imposes any restrictions on
commercial encryption. Foreign customers will not want to buy or use online services,
hardware products, software products or any other information systems from U.S.
companies that are designed expressly to give FBI or NSA access if they have more
secure alternatives.
The U.S. Will Have Less Standing to Convince Other Nations to Avoid Policies
That Undermine Encryption
Countries around the world, including U.S. allies, are considering a raft of new policies
that could potentially weaken encryption standards or ban strong encryption. Countries
such as China, India, and the United Arab Emirates either tightly control or have sought
methods by which companies would be required to implement key escrow systems or
otherwise create backdoors as a condition of market access. 201 If the United States
continues to seek to ban end-to-end encryption or mandate key escrow, it will make it
easier for some countries to push for reciprocal laws, introducing myriad vulnerabilities
into the globally connected Internet.
It is not likely that U.S. actions one way or the other will be the deciding factor in what
some nations, especially non-democratic ones, do with regard to encryption policy. For
example over the last year and a half, China has considered several “counter-terrorism” laws
that would effectively create key escrow systems in encryption products. 202 These laws
would require tech companies that serve crucial sectors (e.g., banks) to sign a “voluntary”
pledge that their products are “secure and controllable”—something that could be used to
force companies to give third-party access to these systems. Seeing this law as in part a
mercantilist tool to discriminate against foreign tech companies, President Obama pushed
back against it, urging China to change the policy. 203 However, China’s central
government ignored the pressure from President Obama, citing efforts by both the United
States and the United Kingdom to mandate similar key escrow systems in its justification
for the law. 204 China eventually passed the law in July and started circulating the “secure
and controllable” pledge to U.S. companies. 205 In February, 2016, the ambassadors of
several nations warned China that these types of laws could harm both commerce
and innovation. 206
However, U.S. action may have more effect on our allies. In the United Kingdom, the
Home Office—the government department that leads on crime policy and counter
terrorism—sought to add a ban on strong encryption to its recently released online
surveillance Investigatory Powers Bill, dubbed the Snoopers Charter. 207 Facing backlash
from civil liberties groups, the U.K. government dropped several contentious proposals
related to encryption before it released the draft. 208 But while the government officially
backtracked, announcing that it would not seek backdoors in encrypted communications,
the proposed draft legislation would have the opposite effect, forcing companies to include
capabilities accessing communications if requested to do so. 209 Indeed, provisions in the
bill can be construed to prevent companies from including end-to-end encryption in
their products. 210
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Moreover, the policy choices one country makes can affect the security of others. 211 How
secure would the United States be if China mandated the incorporation of a homegrown
untested encryption algorithm into products and services for all firms outside the country
that wish to do business with it? In this hypothetical, one country’s weak standards could
jeopardize the overall security of all Internet products and services. As another example,
take India’s business process outsourcing sector, which routinely exchanges sensitive data
(e.g., health, employment, or financial data) with Europe and the United States. 212 If the
Indian government mandated weakened encryption on all information within its borders,
as it tried to do when the Department of Telecommunications proposed limiting Internet
service providers to 40-bit encryption keys, this data could be easily compromised. 213

RECOMMENDATIONS
The ability of consumers and businesses to protect sensitive information has allowed the
digital economy to flourish. Rather than place barriers on encryption, the U.S. government
should advocate for better cybersecurity practices both domestically and abroad, in part by
encouraging continued innovation in encryption. Congress and the administration can do
so by replenishing trust and strengthening data security at home, providing law
enforcement with new tools to uphold the law, and projecting the United States’ firm
commitment to data security to the world.
Strengthen Trust and Security at Home
It is imperative for the United States to reestablish trust in its government institutions and
the U.S. private sector. To that end, there are a number of policy changes the U.S.
government can make.
First, the U.S. Congress should revoke the statutory mandate for NIST to work with other agencies
to establish encryption standards. 214 The U.S. government should restore trust in NIST-

backed encryption standards by being forthcoming and transparent about the intelligence
community’s involvement in standards development. Reliable technical standards are
crucial in a world dependent on secure electronic communications and commerce, critical
infrastructure, as well as personal privacy. The NSA has engaged in systematic efforts to
weaken or disrupt encryption standards, often surreptitiously. In addition, the NSA should
be transparent about its work to weaken U.S. security products. The NSA operates the
“Commercial Solutions Center,” which invites the creators of commercial hardware and
software encryption products to present their products to the agency with the stated goal of
improving overall security through public-private partnerships. 215 However, the New York
Times cites a top-secret document suggesting that the NSA hacking division uses this
opportunity to “leverage sensitive, cooperative relationships with specific industry partners”
to add weaknesses into presented security products. 216
Second, the U.S. Congress should pass legislation, similar to the Secure Data Act introduced by
Senator Ron Wyden (D-OR) in 2015, banning the government from installing backdoors and
offering full support for encryption. 217 Lawmakers should expand these legislative efforts to

ban government mandates for key escrow systems, such as those where businesses are
required to hold a copy of the encryption keys to customer products. This law should
ensure that the U.S. government does not interfere with technological or design decisions
that companies make about the products they sell. This legislation should also preempt all
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state efforts to create similar measures, as proposed in the Ensuring National
Constitutional Rights of Your Private Telecommunications (ENCRYPT) Act of 2016,
introduced by Representatives Blake Farenthold (R-TX) and Ted Lieu (D-CA). 218
Preemption would help establish a uniform system that encourages the use of encryption
technologies. In the short term, President Obama, or his successor, should sign an
executive order for the federal government formalizing this policy as well. This legislation
should draw a clear line in the sand and declare that the policy of the U.S. government is to
strengthen, not weaken information security.
Third, when U.S. government agencies discover security flaws, including in cryptographic
protocols, they should report 100 percent of them to companies in a timely and responsible
manner so companies can fix these flaws. To date, the NSA’s website states that the agency

Achieving a fair
balance of interests
between citizens and
the state requires
permitting law
enforcement—under
lawful court order—to
compel someone to
turn over their
password or
encryption key.

reveals the most serious security flaws it finds about 91 percent of the time. 219 By the
agency’s admission, the other 9 percent are not disclosed because developers either patched
them prior to disclosure or due to “national security reasons.” However, when U.S.
government agencies discover vulnerabilities in software or hardware products, they should
responsibly notify these companies in a timely manner every time to fix the vulnerabilities.
The best way to protect U.S. citizens and businesses from digital threats is to promote
strong cybersecurity practices in the private sector.
Provide Law Enforcement with Additional Tools
It is important to recognize that law enforcement’s capacity to solve some cases may be
diminished due to the increasing adoption of encryption. As a result, law enforcement
needs new legal and educational tools to overcome this challenge.
First, the U.S. Congress should study whether legislation can help U.S. courts better balance the
interests of the individual and the state by allowing law enforcement to compel the production of
decrypted data. 220 The Fifth Amendment attempts to create a fair government-individual

balance by weighing the privileges of the individual with the needs of society. 221 However,
encryption offers a unique and significant interest for the state in compelling production of
decrypted information, as encrypted information is often impregnable without the key.
Achieving a fair balance of interests between citizens and the state requires permitting law
enforcement—under lawful court order—to compel someone to turn over their password
or encryption key if law enforcement can prove a convincing interest in acquiring that
information. To achieve this, the U.S. Congress could pass a law codifying these powers,
and U.S. courts can uphold this approach to help provide balance to the system.
Under this approach, a defendant could be held in contempt of court for refusing to
comply with a lawful court order to turn over an encryption key. If law enforcement
brought a case whereby it could not prove a compelling need for encrypted information,
the judge could deny the court order. This would add a tool to law enforcement toolboxes,
allowing them to circumvent encryption barriers and solve cases without weakening
encryption standards. To be sure, this method will not address all of the government’s
needs, such as when it desires to secretly obtain information without alerting a suspect. In
addition, the key may occasionally be obtained through reasonable investigative methods
that do not deal with Fifth Amendment protections, such as through the use of a keylogger
or surveillance video.
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Second, the U.S. Congress should offer additional resources to state and local law enforcement
for cyberforensics and to incentivize resource sharing. Despite the rapid evolution of

encryption and the increased prevalence of cybercrime, state and local law enforcement has
been ill-equipped to investigate and prosecute a rash of new criminal activity. To help
bridge this gap, there have been a number of federal efforts to strengthen state and local
cyberforensics expertise. For example, the Secret Service’s National Computer Forensics
Institute trains state and local law enforcement officers, prosecutors, and judges across the
country in cyber investigative techniques. 222 Similarly, the FBI offers limited cybercrime
assistance through cyber task forces. 223 However, these efforts are not enough. To respond
to state and local law enforcement needs, the U.S. Congress should offer states funding to
pursue better cyberforensics and encourage greater resource and intelligence sharing
between different levels of law enforcement. For example, Congress could support the
creation of a dedicated national service to provide state and local law enforcement greater
technical assistance during investigations.
Establish Clear Rules for Government Hacking
Congress should establish clear and well-defined rules for how and when the government
can engage in hacking. Current rules governing this issue occupy a legal grey area. 224 And
there are complicated rules that make it difficult for the FBI to obtain a warrant to hack
into a system because of questions of jurisdiction. 225 Congress should have an open debate
about these issues and establish clear and consistent rules for how and when law
enforcement can hack into systems, including any assistance the private sector should
provide and transparency requirements. This will ensure that law enforcement has the
appropriate authority to pursue investigations while also ensuring that Fourth Amendment
rights are protected and the impact on companies is minimized.
Pursue a Pro-Cybersecurity Foreign Policy Agenda
The United States should be a global champion for strong information security by creating
a broader strategy for improving cybersecurity around the world.
First, the U.S. government should create a pro-cybersecurity foreign policy strategy that seeks to
push back against countries that try to weaken encryption standards for anti-competitive reasons.

In addition, the U.S. government should push its allies to reject policies that undermine
cybersecurity within their borders, as with an increasingly networked economy this
weakens security for everyone. By leading on international issues of information security,
the United States can help improve the security of the global Internet economy.

Second, the U.S. government should push back against weakened encryption standards abroad by
completing trade agreements that work to eliminate them. U.S. negotiators should ensure that

trade agreements, including the Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (T-TIP),
and the Trade in Services Agreement (TISA), are strongly in favor of robust information
security practices. The United States should build an alliance against bad actors, forcing
protectionist countries to the sidelines of the global trade arena if they continue to enact
anti-competitive rules or rules that undermine information technology products and
services. Furthermore, as the U.S. Congress weighs future trade promotion authority, it
should direct U.S. negotiators to include prohibitions against countries with weakened
encryption standards in all future U.S. trade agreements.
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Finally, the U.S. government should work with its allies to establish international legal standards
for government access to data, building on existing efforts such as the Budapest Convention on
Cybercrime. 226 The global nature of the Internet makes access to information by law

enforcement difficult to enforce and legal jurisdictions hard to define. This would
especially be the case with extraordinary access, as criminals and citizens could simply buy
products from countries that do not cooperate with laws that mandate a set of keys for law
enforcement. Therefore, the United States should work with its trading partners to develop
a “Geneva Convention on the Status of Data.” 227 This would create a multilateral
agreement that would establish international rules for transparency, settle questions of
jurisdiction, engender cooperation for better coordination of international law enforcement
requests, and limit unnecessary access by governments to citizens of other countries. Only
by working to establish a global pact on these issues can countries that have previously
engaged in mass cyberespionage assure the international community that countries can
hold each other accountable in the future, and that law enforcement can work together to
solve multijurisdictional crimes.

CONCLUSION
U.S. efforts to mandate extraordinary access to encryption products and services will reduce
progress in information security systems and serve only to open foreign markets for foreign
competitors, as they did in the first crypto wars. The policy of the U.S. government should
not be to pick winners and losers by mandating specific technologies. Doing so will actively
halt innovation in information security, creating a digital world that is less secure overall.
Instead, the United States should stand athwart any attempts to denigrate cybersecurity
and should champion strong encryption by promoting a broader strategy for improving
cybersecurity around the world.
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